
SPECIALIST
We help you fill standalone  
or hard-to-fill/niche roles,  
and you benefit from our most 
established area of practice

MANAGED SERVICES

We work with you to design  
and deliver a dedicated recruitment 
service that matches the scale  
of your requirements and delivers 
continuous improvement

FIXED PRICE

We work with you to deliver  
projects and take ownership 
of a deliverable to agreed  
time, cost & quality 

Services

CONNECTING TALENT,
IMPROVING BUSINESS
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Defence 

Carbon60 provides flexible and cost-effective 
outsourcing and staffing services to the UK 
and international defence sector. We connect 
the best industry professionals with the most 
dynamic defence challenges.

Our services focus on the successful 
completion of projects rather than just  
the recruitment of talented professionals. 
That’s why we offer different services to match 
the scale and skill level at which you’re hiring. 

As a specialist defence supplier, we provide 
business–critical staff to the UK MOD, 
global defence primes and SMEs.

Our expertise and understanding of the 
modern military environment and the factors 
that impact upon it ensures we are able to 
react quickly to the changing needs of your 
market. We regularly provide fully outsourced 
project services, contract, and permanent 
recruitment services.

We offer expert advice and consistently 
supply results that minimise risk and 
maximise the return on your investment. 
That’s because we take the time to 
understand your objectives, and explore  
the rationale underpinning your decisions 
before we suggest an approach.



We recruit defence professionals  
in a broad range of disciplines, including:

• Acquisition Project Management

• Information Assurance and Cyber Warfare

• Airworthiness and Safety Management

• Project and Programme Management

• Avionics and Mechanical Engineers and Managers

• Hardware and Software Engineering

• Network Communications

• Systems Engineering and Technical Architecture

• Requirements Management

• Supply Chain and Inventory Management

• Integrated Logistic Support

• IT Support and Installation

• SCIDA

• Bid Management

• Training

• Accountancy / Finance

• Commercial Management

Our defence experience extends 
across the following sectors:

• Air - Rotary & Fixed Wing

• Land

• Maritime

• Weapons

• Information Systems & Services

• ISTAR

• Commercial & Military Manufacturing

Carbon60 are accredited suppliers to  
the Crown Commercial Service and supply  
to the MOD via the FATS framework.

Working with consistently high-calibre candidates, we have a proven record  
of developing active candidate networks, driving effective succession plans  
and reducing staff attrition for our customers.

We develop strong partnerships with our clients and have a comprehensive 
understanding of the defence industry.

defence@carbon60global.com 
carbon60global.com
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Navy Command is a frontline organisation responsible  
for the direction and management of the Royal Navy. Carbon60  
has provided technical support staff to ensure the delivery of essential 
Communication Information Systems (CIS) for more than 8 years.

The challenge
Naval Command had reduced permanent staff due to 
Government spending cuts, there was also a high turnover  
of military personnel as they were posted to new roles.  
So, Naval Command needed to ensure CIS capabilities were 
maintained and implemented with better value for money.

The solution
Carbon60 decided to supply resilient civilian delivery 
teams which have seamlessly reduced the burden on the 
military provider. Alongside this, a programme of service 
improvements has been implemented to continually refine 
and improve the service quality while minimising costs.

The project has evolved into a full managed service which 
supports the CIS teams. This managed service assists 
network design, virtualisation, accreditation, maintenance 
and in-service support, as well as the development of 
round-the-clock services for a number of Government 
departments. This has allowed for genuine flexibility  
and rapid responses within a constantly changing  
and challenging environment.

Carbon60 now manages over 15 project teams,  
all monitored and reviewed through a dedicated  
technical Programme Manager, Customer Relationship  
Team and administrative support.

The Result
The Royal Navy’s risk has been reduced significantly  
as it can now rely on a continuity of service. The on-site 
Carbon60 teams have undertaken training which permits 
them to work aboard ships and alongside military  
personnel globally.

They’re now fully flexible and can be deployed at  
very short notice, but are also developing technical skills  
and knowledge – a vital means of ensuring that expertise  
in the Royal Navy is maintained, and costs are kept low.

Carbon60’s services have grown because it has  
consistently delivered high quality.

defence@carbon60global.com 
carbon60global.com
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DE&S Defence General Munitions Project Team 
Defence General Munitions (DGM), is part of the Weapons Operating Centre.  
Their portfolio includes small arms ammunition, grenades, mortars, demolition 
explosives, and artillery and tank ammunition. DGM supply safe and suitable  
munitions to meet operational and training requirements for air, land and sea.

In 2013 Carbon60 was awarded a Framework Contract for the provision of Safety and Environmental  
Case Reports. Since then Carbon60 has been providing technical support to DGM for the following tasking:

• Provision of Safety and Environmental  
Case Reports, and associated documentation.

• Update of safety submissions following  
test programmes.

• Preparation of Safety documentation  
and identification of relevant stakeholders  
in preparation of calling and coordinating SMR,  
Project Safety Panel and Design Review meetings.

• Review of Joint Service Munitions Control Register  
to ensure that it reflects the latest Safety/ Project  
related Information.

• Disposal plan generation for applicable equipment taking 
into account the requirements of the disposal authority.

• Preparation of Defence Information Notes to  
reflect obsolescence/obsolete status post removal  
from service for equipment that has reached the  
end of its capability life.

Benefits to the client:

Carbon60 has earned the trust of the DGM Project  
Team and provide further services to the client  
who know that we will deliver on our promises  
to fulfil their brief on time and in scope.


